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BAC, Dallas (100-10461) 

Director, FBI (10582555) 

LYE HARVEY OSWALD 
I5 = RB - CUBA 

RoALairtel 2/4/64, a copy of which is attached. 

The laboratory has arbitrarily assigned "2D" 
nurlascg to the exhibits submitted by Albany as follows: 

D562 Century Arms, Inc. Order Nunber 8934 dated 
6/29/62, reflecting sale of 700 6.5 caliber 
Italian carbines to Aldens, 5000 West Roosevelt 
Road, Chicago, Illinois 

b-103 Original List of serial numbers of 700 Carcano 
Italian carbines received by Century Armes, Inc. 
from Expire Sporting Goods, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada (Serial Rumber 2766 appears on the last 
page of nunbers) 

Four photographic copies of D-102 and D-103 are 
tranr-itted to your office herewith. 

If a report has been previously subnitted 
recarcing these exhibits, you should prepare a letterhead _ 
mewrendua suitable for dissenination identifying the 
report in which the pertinent information is set forth. 
two photographs of each exhibit should be attached to the 
two copies of the letterhead memorandum for The President's - 
Comission and one photographic copy of each exhibit 
attached to the copy of the letterhead memorandum which will . SoS 
become the Bureau's *file copy. The fourth photograph is 
for your files. | _ ; re 

If no investigative report has been submitted 
regarding the exhibits, then you should prepare an 
investigative report and attach two photographic copies 
of «ach exhibit to the two copies of the investigative 

Enclosures (9) 

1“ _ Htokes, Ra, 645 RB (sent direct) 
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Letter to Dallas — a 
Re: LEE HARVEY OSWALD tee 
105-82555 

report will be furnished to The President's Commission and 
one photographic copy of each exhibit to the copy of the =. 
investigative report signed by the SAC which will become , - 
the Bureau's file copy. Cat 
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